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Students and faculty march
Prof. Hatcher and Joe Barksdale part of Million Man March
By Joseph Barksdale
Contributor
The March on Washington was the
most moving event that I have ever experienced. Afro-American men pilgrimaged
to Washington D.C. to discuss their concerns, aspirations and the plight of our
communities.
The March on Washington was not
inspired by one particular leader but by
the sense of urgency Afro-American men
feel regarding our present condition. The
March allowed people to come together
and recognize their faults and failures so
that we could make an atonement and
start anew.
The March for me did not start on
October 16, but the night before, at a conference of African-American Women.
The Black Urban League of Women held
a conference recognizing and supporting
the Million Man March. Among the
speakers were Maya Angelou and Rosa
Parks. I listened in awe as Rosa Parks,
who spearheaded the Civil Rights
Movement and the Montgomery Bus
Boycott, delivered a phenomenal speech.
Afterwards, I got a chance to tell her in
person the affect that she had on my life.
I then began to realized not only the
importance for such a March but also its
historical significance.
The day of the March I met AfricanAmerican Men for a11 aspects of life. I
met and talked with lawyers, doctors, professors, convicts, gang members all imaginable types of people. One of the most
memorable was a young man, a convict,
from Philadelphia. He was among a
group of ex-prisoners who had walked
from Philadelphia to Washington D.C.
He told me that he was there not only to
make an atonement but also to stand
proudly among a Million AfricanAmerican Men.
There were over seventy speakers, each
addressing important aspects of our communities. However, one of the most moving was a young man who expressed what
the Million Man March meant to him.
The general theme behind each speech
was not the avocation of violence or separation of the races, as many newspaper
articles printed the day after the March
would have you believe. It was about
self-confidence, responsibility, and atonement. It was a day that I could express
my perspective with other Men and feel a
sense of assurance.

Photo by Christopher Hedges

Jan Elliot bids at EJA's halloween auction.
More photos on page 7

Photo submitted by Joseph Barksdale

Joseph Barksdale marched in Washington, D.C. with his father during
the Million Man March on October 16.
More on page 6.
What I took from the March was a
sense of inner peace that I have never felt
before. For the first time the situations of
African-American people in American
did not seem as bleak. I knew that there
were over a million people who left with
a sense of renewal. It is our responsibility
to help improve our communities and that

I have a duty not only to myself, but to
my community to help solve its problems.
As my father and I left the Mall where the
March was held, we began to understand
the significance of what occurred. For
me, I was touched by the sense of purpose
from which we came and I was inspired
by the unity in the way we left.

Student groups to examine honor code
Three groups of students looking to see how the honor code can best be revised
By Tony Pearson
Staff Writer
VIA EMAIL

Changes are in the works for
the honor code. After the
honor court met with

Associate Dean David
Vandercoy, three student
groups were formed to reevaluate parts of the honor
code. As SBA president
Renee George put it, they're
"going to work on different

sections of amending."
One of the main goals for all
of the groups will be to broaden student participation.
One group is evaluating the
honor code text and procedural issues. Another group is

looking at the education of
students regarding the honor
code. The third group is looking into how Teaching
Assistant groups can be integral in the honor code education process.
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Earlier this month, the Barque of Peter,
in the person of Pope John paul II, docked
on the shores of the United States for the
sixth and likely the final time. While certainly no stranger to this land, the Pope
remains a pilgrim trying to make progress
in a country he has said is living in a "culture of death." You would think by now
he would have given up, but if he did so,
he could never cross the "threshold of
hope."
As anyone can see by the reception he
receives, the Pope is no alienated man.
Even the captain at the helm of that death
culture warmly greets him. One can only
wonder what the Pope is thinking each
time Clinton puts on that Southern charm
and shakes hands with the enemy. At
least in many parts of Europe, the Pope
knows he and his message are not welcome, and the people there act accordingly. This is the only place in the world
where the crowd loves the singer but
hates his songs.
In this case, however, the singer is
beautiful. People are absolutely fascinated by a weathered old Pole who speaks
their language, whatever it might be. The
main thing that makes the Pope appealing, however, is that he speaks the truth,
and he knows that is one thing that has
been ingrained in man since Adam and

Eve. While people have a hard time
putting into practice that truth, he is there
to challenge them, especially the young.
The young of this country have been
sucked into a moral vacuum of relativity
and want out. Everywhere they are bombarded by an anti-familial culture, being
told if they get pregnant not to worry,
because a "doctor" is now there to offer a
quick "cure." If their parents are failing
in health, the "nursing" home is there to
see them through tough times. And let us
not forget Uncle Sugar, who will be
happy to lend a hand from womb to the
tomb, laying all responsibilities at the
public trough. It is no wonder the young
turn out in droves for a glimpse of a little
light in the darkness.
When the Pope left the country, after
being seen by over one million people, he
embarked with a sense of hope for this
land. He encouraged us not to give up on
the great "experiment," but an experiment
is just what is should like: a thing not yet
completed. There is a lot yet to be done
here, and it is good to be reminded of
such every now and then. But after nearly 220 years of experimentation, it is time
to produce, and hopefully by the time the
next Barque lands on our shores, its captain will no longer be a pilgrim in the
ruins.
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To the Editor:
Did anyone else notice the hypocrisy of
the individuals who, just two weeks ago,
declared Mark Fuhrman's racist remarks
sufficient to annul the credibility of the
prosecution's most damning evidence
against O.J. Simpson, but who now conveniently cast aside as "secondary" (quoting Rep. Donald Payne, D-N.J., head of
the Congression al Black Caucus and
Million Man March participant) the relevance of Louis Farrakhan' s racist remarks
to the credibility of the march he organized?

J. Brendan Regan
-~~: ..

Thanks!

. I

The members of Jus Vitae would like
to thank everyone at VUSL for allowing
us to share our thoughts and concerns
during our information week Oct. 16-20.

J:;~:re~.:~
5th Cir. View
Campbell v. St. Tammy Parish School
M_, 64 F.3d 184, 188 (5th Cir. 1995).

In rejecting the school officials' claim
of absolute discretion to remove
books from their school libraries, the
Pico plurality recognized that students
have a First Amendment right to
receive information and that school
officials are prohibited from exercising their discretion to remove books
from school library shelves "simply
because they dislike the ideas contained in those books and seek by
their removal to 'prescribe what shall
be orthodox in politics, nationalism,
religion, or other matters of opinion."'
Campbell v. St. Tammany Parish School
BQ., 64 F.3d 188 (5th Cir. 1995), citing

Board of Education v. Pico, 457 U.S. 853,
872, 102 S.Ct 2799, 2810, 73 L.Ed.2d
435 (1982). See also Vir~inia Board of
Education v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624, 642,
63 S .Ct. 1178 , 1187,87 L.Ed. 1628
(1943).
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Nurse writes of abortion experience
By Michael DeBoer
Jus Vitae Contributor
Brenda Shafer, a registered
nurse for 13 years, wrote a
July 9 letter to Rep. Tony
Hall, D.-Ohio, describing the
partial-birth abortions, also
known as dilation and extraction (D & X), she witnessed
while working on assignment
for three days in September
1993 at a Dayton, Ohio, clinic
operated by Martin Haskell,
one of the best-known practitioners of this procedure.
Shafer, who worked for a
nursing agency, was prochoice at the time. Here are
excerpts from her letter to
Hall, a cosponsor of the
Partial-Birth Abortion Ban
Act (H.R. 1833, S. 939).
Dear Congressman Hall:
I read in the paper that you
have sponsored a bill in
Congress to make a law
against what you call partialbirth abortions. I encourage
you to do everything you
can to pass this law as soon
as possible. I saw three of
these partial-birth abortions
up close in 1993. It was the
most horrifying experience
of my life (emphasis added).
It was one of these cases
that especially haunts me.
The woman was six months
pregnant (26-112 weeks). A
doctor told her that the baby

had Down's Syndrome, and
she decided to have an abortion. She came in the first
two days to have the laminaria inserted and changed,
and she cried the whole
time. On the third day she
came in to receive the partial-birth procedure. (Dr.
Haskell called it "D & X,"
for dilation and extraction.)
Dr. Haskell brought the
ultra sound in and hooked it
up so that he could see the
baby. On the ultrasound
screen, I could see the heart
beating.
I asked Dr.
Haskell, and he told me that
"Yes, that is the heartbeat."
As Dr. Haskell watched the
baby on the ultrasound
screen, he went in with forceps and grabbed the baby's
legs and brought them down
into the birth canal. Then he
delivered the body and the
arms, all the way up to the
. neck.
At this point, only the
baby's head was still inside.
The baby's body was moving. His little fingers were
clasping together. He was
kicking his feet. All the
while his little head was still
stuck inside. Dr. Haskell
took a pair of scissors and
inserted them into the back
of the baby's head. Then he
opened the scissors up .
Then he stuck the high-powered suction tube into the
hole and sucked the baby' s
brains out. I almost threw

up as I watched him do these
things.
Next, Dr. Haskell delivered
the baby's head, cut the
umbilical cord and delivered
the placenta. He threw the
baby in a pan, along with the
placenta and the instruments
he'd used. I saw the baby
move in the pan. I asked
another nurse and she said it
was just "reflexes."
The woman wanted to see
her baby, so they cleaned up
the baby and put it in a blanket and handed the baby to
her. She cried the whole
time, and she kept saying,
"I'm sorry, please forgive
me." I was crying, too. I
couldn't take it. In all my
professional years I had
never experienced anything
like this.
Another case I saw on that
third day was a six-monthold (approximately 25
weeks) baby. The mother
was over age 40. There was
nothing wrong with this
baby, she just didn't want it.
The ooctor used the same
procedure, except he didn't
use as much medicine to
relax the lady as the first
lady (who'd been very
upset). This baby was also
alive. I saw the heartbeat on
the ultrasound. (Actually
every baby that day still had
a heartbeat at the time of the
procedure.) This second
baby was a little smaller
than the first baby. I

remember thinking how perfect this child was. This
mother did not want to see
it. The doctor didn't offer
you this option, but if the
mother insisted he let them
see the baby. Otherwise he
sent them back to a little
room where another person
examined them. A lab came
and picked the babies up to
dispose of them.
I also saw a third case that
day. (I was only assisting in
one operating room.) This
was ~ 17-year-old girl. She
was approximately 25
weeks. The same procedure
was done on iliis ·baby.
Tlie Down's Syndrome
baby was the only baby that
had a defect. And that baby
with Down's Syndrome had
the most perfect, angelic
face I have ever seen. I
never realized how perfect
these babies really are at this
point. When you hear the
word "fetus," I think a lot of
people think as I did of just
a blob of cells, or a mass of
something. It was very
revealing to me. I don't
think about abortion the
same way anymore. I still
have nightmares about what
I saw. Please pass your bill
as soon as you can.
Sincerely,
Brenda Shafer, R.N.
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Graduation speakers,
honor code changes
•
•
upcoming
Issues
REPRESENTATIVE REPORT
By Brendan Maher
2L Faculty Representative
No general theme this time ...just some
information about things that are going on
and that everyone should know about.

HONORARY DEGREE COMMITTEE
As a faculty representative, I was randomly assigned by the people upstairs to
one of the faculty committees. When I
learned that I was on the Honorary
Degree committee, I didn't know exactly
what it was all about, or what would be
involved. Now that I know, "You Ought
to Know ... "
Each year at graduation the University
awards a number of honorary degrees.
The idea behind the honorary degree is to
"honor ourselves by honoring the recipient." The law school generally seeks to
honor individuals who have Jed exemplary lives as citizens, and who have contributed significantly to the field of law.
Recent past recipients have included the
Honorable Chief Justice William H.
Rehnquist and the Honorable Justice
Sandra Day O'Connor.
All students and faculty are encouraged
to submit names for consideration to our
committee. Like any good bureaucracy
however, the buck does not sto;> with us.
After our committee has approved a candidate, there are still a number of hoops to
be jumped through. Step one is approval
by the general faculty. Step two (and in
my limited understanding the more difficult step) is approval by the University
board. As you might imagine, the process
is a long one, and therefore potential candidates need to be recommended as soon
as possible in order to get the bureaucratic
machinery in motion.
At the present time the committee and
the faculty have approved the following
candidates:
1) Nelson Mandela - President of South
Africa
2) Bishop Desmond Tutu
3) Mary Robinson - President of the
Republic of Ireland
4) John Hume- Member of the English
Parliament; has worked for peace
between Ireland & England
5) John Noonan, Jr.- Federal judge
6) Gerald Gunther - professor and constitutional scholar
It should be noted that committee and
faculty approval do not guarantee that the
folks over at that other campus will
approve the candidates, nor does approval
guarantee that the candidate will accept
an offer to receive a degree from
Valparaiso University. Additionally,
because of the positions that some· of the
candidates hold and the hectic schedules
that accompany those positions, there is
no way of knowing whose graduation a
particular candidate would appear at. For
example, if President Mandela is accepted
by the University and accepts the offer,
he may be able to make it for the Class of
'96, or he may not be able to come until
the current lL class is ready to graduate.
Why am I telling you all of this?
Because it is your class and your graduation that these people will appear and perhaps speak at, and you should have some
input as to who you "honor yourselves by
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honoring." All of the current candidates
have been recommended by either Dean
Gaffney or another faculty member. All
are excellent possibilities, but none were
recommended by students. I would be
willing to bet that a large number of you
do not even know who some of the candidates are (I sure didn't!!). If you have
any ideas, let me know. Keep in mind the
objective of conferring an honorary
degree and think about people involved in
the practice and teaching of law that you
have come to admire. Don't be concerned about the likelihood of getting the
person to come to campus. Mter a year
of being amazed at the caliber of individuals that have come to the school in the
last year, I am firmly convinced that Dean
Gaffney knows everyone who is anyone
in the legal field ... so think and recommend!!

CROSSW RD® Crossword
Edited by Stan Chess
Puzzle Created by Richard Silvestri
ACROSS
1 Toy-pistol
8ITV'IlO

5 Aheap
Sl Struckan
attitude
14 Algerian port
15 Agenda
segment
16 Maty
Richards' best
friend
17 StarW.vs

princess
18 Point at the
dinner table?
19 Tended 1D the
Tin Man
20 Koesder novel
23 Stirrup site
24 Hogwash
25 Co~bearing
tree
28 Steady
31 Cat, perhaps
36 The College
Wi<bw aulhor
37 •_yousor
39 Pocketed
bread

40 Head of the
Secret

Squadron
44 You,once
45 Comic lead-in
46 Tablecloth
substitute
47 Joining alloy
50 Sitaspell
51 Whatever
52 Neighbor of

Col.
54 He ran against
DOE
56 Henry Fonda
movie
64 Kerman native
65 Swordplay
memento
66 Newspaper
section, briefty
67 Grain
elevaiDrs' kin
68 Albany-Buffalo
canal
69 As far as
70 Composer
Gustav
71 Kind of vision
72 look too soon

DOWN
1 Wilhout
preparation
2 Precinct
3 Stud holding
4 Plumber's tool
5Educatedfolks
6 Soul singer

Redding
7
8
g
10

Wallet items
Slapon
PDQ
Riverfront
Stadium's river
11 The man from
U.N.C.LE.
12 DelightfU
region
13 TV's Major
21 Sweetheart of
lhe 1976
Olympics
22 A Smothers
brother
25 Friday request
26 Potato type
27 Drive back
29 Tanker
weights

30 GantJyof

fiction
32 Reuters rival
33 Standarddeviation
symbol
34 Oneofthe
Aliens
35 Unkempt
38 Desperately
urgent
41 Cartoolist Key
42 Beatodds
43 Eyewitness
48 Sign for a hitch
49 Gun the motor
53 Harried
55 Sundae
IDpping
56 Small combo
57 Ber1in casualty
of1989
58 Cain's nephew
59 Piece of land
60 Catch cold?
61 Actglum
62 Distaff ending
63 Recess
64 Suffix with boy
or girl

HONOR CODE REVISIONS
Over the past couple of years, both students and faculty have expressed some
dissatisfaction with the way our Honor
Code is presented to incoming students
and the way that it is administered when
violations have been reported.
Specifically, there is concern that nothing
is done when a violation is reported
because the current structure of the Code
provides alleged violators with numerous
opportunities to "plea bargain" without
the results ever being known to the person
who reported the violation or to the general student population.
In response to those concerns, the
S.B.A. has set up several committees to
deal with various aspects of the problem.
We are working on three areas in particular.
1) Better presentation and explanation
of the Code's purpose and function to
incoming students in their first year.
2) Revising the actual Honor Code to
eliminate some of the circularity and to
involve students in the initial stages of
proceedings in addition to providing feedback when a
proceeding has taken
place.
3) Re-evaluating our current final
exam procedures with the possibility of
abandoning the current on-your-honor
non-proctored exams in favor of exams
that are monitored by a member of the
faculty or staff in order to eliminate some
of the temptation to cheat.
As with the Honorary Degree committee, I welcome suggestions on this topic.
Additionally, there is a list of those
involved with the Honor Court and Honor
Commission posted outside the S.B.A.
office and all of the people on the list are
involved in one or more of the areas listed
above. Each of those individuals would
also like to hear from you.
I can't resist a little editorializing here.
The Honor Code does need certain revisions any way we look at it. However,
some of the measures being considered
are in direct response to individuals who
have not acted like the adults that the
Honor Code and the University assumes
them to be. I'd like to think that all of us
are beyond "cheat-sheets," sneaking
unauthorized materials into an exam and
writing after time has been called. I'd
like to think that, but I can't because
some people still feel the juvenile need to
"beat the system." If proctors are eventually required in examinations, I feel that it
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will be a sad moment for all of those students who have the honor and integrity to
appreciate the system we currently have,
a system that assumes our maturity and
honesty. And to the small number of you
who
have
forced
these
considerations ... please do the rest of the
students at this school and the legal profession a favor and DROP OUT NOW!!
Whew!! I feel better. That's pretty
much all for now. Good luck to all as
finals approach and things get (more)
hectic. For your convenience (and your
wallet) the S.B.A. will soon have soda
available in the new refrigerator in the
office for$ 0.35 per can. Payment will be
on-your-honor (see above) The system
will continue as long as it can pay for
itself, i.e. as long as people pay for their
pop. Later...
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Don't drive drunk!

DDI
465.7868

Designated Driver Initiative
Sponsored by SBA and ABA
Open Thursday· Saturday
10 p.m. to 2 a.m.

West Campus
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Religious art on display
VU News Report
Holy Images: A selection of Religious Art from
the Anderson University
and the Valparaiso
University Collection is on
display now through Nov.
17
in
Valparaiso
University's Mueller Hall
Commons.
"In the history of North
America images have

almost always been an
important
part
of
Protestant no less than
Roman Catholic religious
life," said David Morgan,
chair of VU's art department.
Viewers of the exhibit
can see different types of
religious images. · Many
have lasted over the years
and they reflect on the
power of images in the

practice of faith.
The collection includes
many famous works by
Warner Sallman like the
Head of Christ, and The
Lord is My Shepard.
These paintings are familiar to many people
because of their use with
teaching Sunday School,
Confirmation class, Bible
study and home devotions.

VU's Handbell Choir to perform
concert at Chapel on Nov. 4th
VU News Report
The Valparaiso University Handbell
Choir of the Chapel of the Resurrection
will perform a concert on Sunday, Nov. 4,

at 7:30 p.m. in the VU Center for the
Arts.
The group, conducted by Jeffery
Doebler, will have as special guests VU's
Herald Trumpets.

Restaurante

don Quijote
An Evening in Spain
The First Spanish Resaurant in Northwest Indiana

"Tapas " (Spanish Appetizers)
Paella, Seafood and Steak

Specializing in

Live Entertainment Every Friday and Saturday Night

15% Student Discount
or $10.00 Off Any Two Dinners
When You Mention This Ad
(Not valid with any other discount or special event)

For Information or Reservations Call 219-462-797 6
Open for Lunch Monday - Friday 11 :30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Dinner Monday- Thursday 5:30p.m.- 9:30p.m.
Friday & Saturday 5:00p.m. - 11:00 p.m.

119 E. Lincolnway, Downtown Valparaiso, IN

Have a story idea?
Contribute to The Forum.
Call465-7831 for more info.
Meetings every Tuesday @ 10 a.m.
in Heritage Hall 202.
forum@wesemann.law.valpo.edu

Next Forum deadline: Nov. 9
Drop off in The Forum's mailbox in the
SBA office, locker #302, or send by email
forum@ wesemann.Iaw. valpo.edu
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A million black men march
on Washington, D.C.
By Richard G. Hatcher
Professor of Law

Hispanic Americans, Native Americans,
Asian Americans and female Americans.
For example, so many charges of employment discrimination have been filed under

when Reverend Jesse Jackson fueled a
determined drive by Blacks to exercise
political power by mounting serious
Campaigns for President of the United

most of us, it was the overwhelming spirit
of brotherhood and concern for our community and our families that we rememA story is told about a man who was
ber most. The peacefulness and quiet serialmost hit by a fast moving truck. As he
ousness of this huge throng was remarkwas brushing himself off, someone asked,
able. Extreme courtesy and politeness
"are you all right?" He soberly replied,
were the order of the day. Voter registra"I'm just glad to be here."
tion booths were set up around the periphLike that gentleman, I was just glad to
ery of the crowd to allow any unregisbe in Washington, D.C. for the Million
tered participant to do so . The leaders
Man March.
register the approximately 8 million
October 16, 1995 was another waterunregistered Blacks in the United States
shed day for Black America, and for the
in time for the 1996 Presidential camnation in general. Many had predicted
paigns. Actually, the One Million Black
disaster. The news media suggested that
Men present in Washington alone, could
not may people would show up. Others
have a significant impact on a national
predicted disruption and violence as a
election if they voted as a solid block.
natural consequence of bringing such a
The consistent theme that ran through
large number of Black Men together in
each presentation and discussions in the
one place . Both groups were disappointcrowd itself, was that African Americans
ed.
must take responsibility for their own surThe struggle for equality, justice and
vival and progress. They cannot wait for
parity has been marked by a single event
someone else to save them. As Reverend
in each of the last three decades. During
Jackson put it during his riveting presenthe Sixties, it was the great March on
tation, "No one can save Us but Us!
Washington (Summer 1963) led by our
The crowd of men was urged over and
fallen giant, Dr. Martin Luther King; in
over to accept full responsibility for
the 1970's, it was the National Black
their children whether they were married
Political Convention in Gary (spring
to the mother or not. They were encour1972), convened by the unlikely triumviaged
to establish the habit of saving some
Photo submitted by Joseph Barksdale
rate of Congressman Charles Diggs, Poet,
portion of their earnings, for familial
Nationalist and Playwright, Imiri Baraka Joseph Barksdale and his father amid the sea of men at the Million Man
security and for investment in their comand Richard Gordon Hatcher, then Mayor March in Washington, D.C., October 16.
munities. They were asked to understand
of Gary; in the I 980' s, thanks to the
the difference between "aid" (welfare)
destructive and regressive efforts of the
and "trade" (business development
Title Vll of the 1964 Civil Rights Act that States in 1984 and in 1988.
Reagan/Bush Administrations, African
between each other). One would lead to
the agency set up to enforce the law
In the latter campaign, Reverend
Americans were forced to retrench and
Dependence, the other would lead to
(EEOC) is literally overwhelmed.
regroup. Nevertheless , they were
Jackson finished second to Michael
Independence.
Dukakis, Governor of Massachusetts.
encouraged and inspired by the two hisThe National Black Political
Finally, the million plus men were told
Convention in May of 1972, still remains
More importantly, in a field that originaltorical Campaigns for President by the
to return to their home communities and
the largest political gathering of Blacks in
ly included eight major contenders for the
Reverend Jesse Jackson (1984 and 1988).
become an active force for positive
America's history.
Democratic Nomination for President,
Let there be no doubt that the Million
change. To work to end the slaughter on
Thousands of African Americans,
Man March, led by Minister Louis
Jackson finished either first or second in
the streets of urban America. Drive the
inspired by what they saw and heard in
Fz.rrakhan will be the enduring symbol
48 out of 53 Primary Elections! These drug-pushers out of the neighborhoods
Gary, went back to their home communiand defining event of the nineties for
campaigns changed the
and maintain an
Black Americans.
ties, rolled up their sleeves and jumped political landscape in
association with
The 1963 March on Washington prohead-first into electoral politics. Today,
America forever. For the
groups like the
most of the nation's 8,00 plus Black first time i n our nation's
duced the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the
NAACP, the Urban
history, America was
League and other c
forced to take a Black cancommunity organididate for President serizations working for
ously! In one very real
an end to injustice
sense, the Jackson candiand bigotry.
dacies opened the door
It's too soon,
that General Colin Powell
of course, to tell
may attempt to walk
what the legacy of
through in 1996.
this historically sigAll of this set the stage
nificant event will
for the greatest out pouring
be, nevertheless,
of massed humanity in our
one can already
nation's history, the
feel a rebirth of
Million Man March, o n
pride, spirit and
October 16, 1995. Louis
hope among those
Farrakhan, the unqueswho attended the
tioned Leader of the
March or watched
March generated considerit on television.
able
controversy.
I was at the
However, there can be no
1963 March on
question that th e strong,
Washington;
I
Photo submitted by Joseph Barksdale attended the 1972
committed group of mostly Black men who assemBlack Political
bled on the nation's mall Rosa Parks
Convention; I was
between the Capitol and the Washington
a part of both Jackson Presidential camMonument on that Monday morning
paigns. Each of these events helped "clear
Photo submitted by Joseph Barksdale
almost two weeks ago, far exceeded One the thicket" and moved our nation a little
Million determined American citizens,
closer to the goal of " ... equality and jusMarchers gathered on The Mall to hear African-American speakers.
notwithstanding the National Park
tice for all."
1965 Voting Rights Act. These two landelected officials can trace their political
Service's feeble undercount to the conI am certain that the 1995 Million Man
involvement back to that historic convenmark laws literally changed the way
trary. It was the largest gathering ever in
March will make its contribution to this
tion. These officials have made and conAmerica did business. No longer could
the nation's capital. To realize that this
ongoing struggle to " ... make America,
tinue to make a positive difference in only represented half of the Black comBlacks be locked out of restaurants,
America a gain." (And so far as I know,
Black and White communities all over munity's potential was a sobering
hotels, jobs and the voting booth for no
there has not been a single report of a
America.
other reason than their color.
thought!
missing hub cap!)
Perhaps the most exciting evidence of
Even to this day these two statutes are
The speeches were profound, dramatic,
Mrican American political progress came inspired and educational. However, for
benefiting not only Black Americans, but
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A law school halloween
If it wasn't the
grim reaper, it
might have been
the professors
carving pumpkins that sent
shivers up one's
spine.
Halloween at
VUSL -- always
scary, but
always fun!
Photograph by Kimberly Streen

Photograph by Christopher Hedges

Photograph by Kimberly Streen

Sports
College football Top 25: This system sucks!
By Jim Holecek
Sportswriter

Editor's note: This story contains an instance of strong language used by a coach.
A few weeks ago I was taking
a look at the latest spreads when
I
noticed
a
misprint.
Northwestern (ranked #13 at the
time) was going to play their
homecoming game against #22
Wisconsin. The misprint was
that Wisconsin was picked to
win the game by 2 points. Who
would have believed that a team
could ranked 11 places above
another and on homecoming
weekend wouldn't be giving
points on the spread. To my
amazement another the spread
had another misprint last week.
Again
somebody
had
Northwestern (ranked 9th) as 2
point underdogs to an unranked
Illinois Team. Now I'm writing
this article on Sunday night and
I don't have the spread yet but
I'll bet that #6 Northwestern,
playing at home this weekend
against # · 15 Penn State, will be
at least three point underdogs to
#13 Penn State.
So what good is a system that
gives fans and gamblers across

the nation no confidence in the
higher ranked team? That
changes by the margin of victory, not the quality of the win or
quality of the opponent? That
doesn't take into account the
strength or weakness of a teams
schedule?
Its worthless. The system
sucks and it should be meaningless but it isn't.
My childhood friends always
told me to put my money where
my mouth is, this saying has
some ring of truth. Don't betters
have more to lose than sportswriters. I mean hypothetically,
if I'd put a grand on the Illini
this week on my brother's assurance that Illinois would beat the
spread wouldn't I have more to
lose than some damn sportswriter. (And isn't it a defense to
murder if somebody give you
bad info and you lose a big bet?)
Sportswriters also think that
because they spend the week
thinking about and watching
sports than they are more knowledgeable than the average fan. I
can assure everyone that the
average Flint Lake resident
(excluding Pauly and Stracci
who are too busy watching each
other) spend an average or 7-8
hour a day watching sports. (and

this is only counting once the
same half hour Sportscenter that
is watched at least 4 times each
day) This is typical behavior for
any normal male age 2-200. The
CNN poll voters are coaches
around the country. Maybe I
don't give coaches enough credit
maybe they put their personal
bias aside. But if I were them
I'd be damned if didn't vote my
team in the top five every week
of the year.
The rankings are due late
Saturday night when the writers
are on deadline from the game
that they saw that day. They
really don't care about the rankings and only had a couple of
minutes to look over the box
scores from earlier in the day.
They simply don't have time to
take into consideration all that
they should before they vote.
The score of the gaine, especially in the top ten, means more
than anything else.
Because of the importance of
the score to the voters top five
teams aren't satisfied with just a
win anymore. They want a
blow-out. This weeks top five
teams proved this, #2 Nebraska
won 44-21, #3 Florida won 5217, #4 Ohio State won 56-35,
and #5 Tennessee won 56-21.

The reason that this is happening
occurred last year when then # 1
Penn State played an unranked
Indiana team. Toward the end
of the 4th quarter Penn State was
up 21 points. Joe Paterno pulled
his starter letting some 2nd team
kids and Penn State's version of
Rudy (a four year walk on) in
the gfl.IIle. This squad gave up 2
meaningless touchdowns. Those
who watched the game saw Penn
State beat the hell out of Indiana.
But the voters only saw the
score. Joe Paterno did the right
thing by taking the 1st string
out. His good deed cost him. # 1
Penn State lost a rank to #2
Nebraska because they didn't
blow IU out.
This year could be dubbed
"The Year of the Blow-Out." #3
Florida and Steve Spurrier
Bobby Bowden and other noted
coaches have taken the blow-out
to an all new low. This week
against Georgia Florida was
ahead 21-0 in the first quarter
and clearly outmatched Georgia.
When face with a fourth and
seven in the first Spurrier went
for it, keeping the drive alive
instead of punting.
Now coached are faced with
what to do. Be a scumbag
(Spurrier & Bowden) and keep

your position or let the kids who
want to play in and lose a nation
championship like Joe. Its not
much of a choice. Ironically, Joe
Paterno my have fallen to the
dark side. He was accused of
running up the score after a last
second touchdown pass against
Rutgers. Joe responded very
eloquently by telling the Rutgers
coach "F_k You" on national
TV.
#4 Ohio State "blew-out" this
weekend but did it with class.
They opened up a 56-0 lead
against the Iowa Hawkeyes in
the first half proving how good
they were. Then they let the
scrubs and let Iowa salvage
some respect by scoring 35.
The "Blow-Out" may be the
future of football.
By the way someone commented to me that the Big Ten is
a poor football conference. This
person stated that they're just
not fun to watch and they don't
score enough. Granted Ohio
State is not U of Va. Rich. but
they did score 56 points in the
first half (you're right-not very
exciting at all).
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Interview questions
By Gail Peshel

Director of Career Services
The types of questions you ask in an
interview can significantly impact on
an employer's impression of you. In
Career Services, we provide lists of
sample questions, but the lists are not
meant to be followed exactly. Your
questions should not sound as if they
are straight from a sample sheet. Your
questions are one aspect of the job
search that is within your control and
make you stand out from the rest of the
pack. There are at least three scenarios
for using questions to your advantage.
I. Early in the interview, you can
ask the employer what qualities they
expect a successful candidate to possess. Listen to the information and
then carefully feed it back as you
address their questions.
2. Intersperse your questions
throughout the interview. This has a
two-fold effect. It provides some measure of control and transforms the
"interview" into "conversation" and
the employer views you more equally
and perhaps begins to envision you as a
future colleague.
3. A crucial time is the "call for
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questions" at the end of an interview
when a positive impression can be
enhanced and a lukewarm impression
can be converted. A number of interviewers have commented positively on
people who have asked thoughtful
and/or thought-provoking questions.
Read all the available printed material on an employer, talk with recent
graduates who are associates or are
practicing in the city, use Westlaw and
Lexis to research the types of cases in
which the employer has been involved,
consult periodicals and other resources
in your practice area-of-interest, and
put these pieces together with your
own concerns to formulate questions
that stimulate discussion. Applicants
who take the time to research the
employer create a favorable impression. The questions that they ask take
the monotony out of the interview, and
make their interview more memorable.
Developing questions that are a cut
above average definitely takes time,
but asking questions that can be
answered in a positive manner and
cause an interviewer to pause and
reflect may result in a positive evaluation!
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Health Law Assoc. plans
career panel discussion
Forum News Report
The Health Law Association will be
hosting a panel discussion about careers
in health law. The panel will convene
today at 4 p.m. in the Tabor Auditorium
at the law school and is scheduled to last
until6 p.m.
Featured speakers include:
Gene Diamond, J.D. who is president
and CEO of St. Margaret Mercy Health
Care Centers in Lake County, Indiana.
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Health Law Association
presents a panel discussion

Lucretia Thornton, J.D., R.N. who is
the director of risk management at
Methodist Hospital in Lake County.
Andrew Levenfeld, J.D. who is a health
law specialist with Andrew W. Levenfeld
& Associates in Chicago.
Earle F. Hites, J.D. who is also a health
law specialist at Hodges & Davis in
Portage.
Christine White, M.S.W. who works
for community health nursing at Indiana
University South Bend.

Careers in Health Law
Thursday, November 2, 1995
4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Tabor Auditorium

Barrister's
to be held
in Merrillville
Students approve
location in SBA
survey
By Gary Shupe
News Editor
Law Week is probably
the furthest thing from
most students' minds
right now, but SBA is
already making plans for
the event scheduled to
take place February 12
through the 17, 1996.
The pinnacle of Law
Week is Barrister's Ball,
which will once again be
held at the Radisson Star
in Merrillville. SBA
Vice-President Bridgett
Repay recently polled the
student body concerning
where this year's Ball
should
be
located.
Students, who were asked
to choose between the
Radisson Star and the
Hyatt in Chicago, overwhelmingly chose to have
the Ball again in
Merrillville. Bridgett said
students voiced concerns
mainly involving cost and
safety in making their
choice.
Tentatively,
Bridgett
believes
Barrister's Ball will cost
$25 per ticket, an increase
over last year's price of
$20. However, West BarReview has expressed
some interest in sponsoring part of the night,
which may help to defray
the
student
costs.
Currently, approximately
$15,000 has been budgeted for Barrister's Ball.
SBA has also reserved a
block of rooms at the
Radisson for those wishing to stay the night.
Because the rooms are
being held in a block, students will be offered a
special rate but must
make reservations by
January 24, 1996.

Copyright
proposal
Forum News Report
Electronic transmissions would be covered
under existing copyright
laws, under a White
House proposal.

ILLINOIS BAR EXAM

goo/o
of all bar review
course enrollees
during the last
twenty-five years
have selected
RICHARD J. CONVISER'S

BAR REVIEW
176 West Adams, Suite 2100 • Chicago, IL 60603
(312) 782-6616
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Faculty hauled off to 'jail'

Norton explains color
trademark registration
By Andrew Hartman
IPLA contributor

In a surprise "warrant service,"

two members of the Porter
County Sheriffs department
"arrest" Professors Laura Dooley
(above) and Ruth Vance.
The two were taken to "jail"
at K-Mart in Valparaiso where
they made telephone calls for the
"Jail and Bail" March of Dimes
fundraiser.
Unknown students raised
money to have the two professors arrested during school
hours.
Both professors "surrendered to
authorities" without incicent.
Photograph by Christopher Hedges

Family is the basic institution
of humanity, says Wilhelmsen
By Gary Shupe
News Editor
On Thursday, October
19th, Jus Vitae and the
Intercollegiate Studies
Institute sponsored guest
lecturer Dr. Frederick
Wilhelmsen. For his
topic, Dr. Wilhelmsen
chose to speak on the family and its role in government and society today.
Dr. Wilhelmsen, author of
no less than 15 books and
250 articles, earned a
Master's degree from
Notre Dame and a
Doctorate from
the
University of Madrid of
Spain. Currently, he is a
professor
of
both
Philosophy and Political
Science at the University
of Dallas, though he has
taught subjects in six different countries. A ProLife activist since 1970,
Dr. Wilhelmsen participated as a leader of the first
Operation Rescue. During
his speech Dr. Wilhelmsen

commented that the family
had no role in political life
today. This, he maintained, was demonstrated
by democratic
societies' adherence to the "one
man, one vote"
philosophy. The
self-described
political-philosopher claimed that
the Government
does little more
than "pay lip service to families."
He said, "talk of
family values if
fine, but nothing
changes until the
role of the family
gains political
teeth."
Dr.
Wilhelmsen
remarked in conPhotograph by Christopher Hedges eluding
his
Dr. Frederick Wilhemsen
speech, "the question is not can the
tenet of his speech. Dr.
family find a role in sociWilhelmsen noted the ety today, but can the famdecline of the family in
ily exist at all."
democratic countries, and
said, "The family is the
most basic institution of
humanity." This statement served as the central

In January of 1995 the
Supreme Court handed
down a decision that provides trademark owners
with protection of the colors they utilize in creating
product identity.
In a unanimous decision, Qualitex v. Jacobson,
115 S. Ct. 1300 (1995),
the Court held that, upon a
showing of "secondary
meaning" being associated
with the color in relation
to the product or service, a
trademark owner could
essentially monopolize the
use of a color in marketing
its product. Prior to the
Qualitex decision, the
Federal Circuit Courts
were split as to whether
color alone, without being
incorporated into a design
or symbol, could be protected by the Lanham Act,
the body of law governing
trademarks.
For example, the Seventh
Circuit denied Nutrasweet
protection of its blue-colored table sugar packets,
while the Federal Circuit
allowed protection to
Owens-Corning Fiberglas
for its pink-colored insulation. The issue was ripe
for determination by the
Supreme Court.
On October 24th at
VUSL, intellectual property attorney Nanette Norton
spoke to law students
about the trademarking of
color and its implications.
Norton was the first of a
series of intellectual property lectures planned by
the VU Intellectual
Property Law Association.
Norton worked in Chicago
for the firm of Bell, Boyd
& Lloyd until 1994, when
she began working as
Corporate Counsel for
InteJlectual Property matters for Discovery Zone.
In Qualitex, the Plaintiff
used the non-functional
colors green and gold in
designing its press pads
used by dry cleaners.
Qualitex's competitor utilized the same color and

Photograph by Kimberly Streen

Attorney Nanette Norton speaks with Tracy Reilly
about trademark protection of colors.
took the similar looking
product to market. The
Defendant admitted to
copying of the Plaintiff's
product, lured into belief
that such copying was not
illegal in light of the prohibition on trademark of
color in the Ninth Circuit.
After losing in the reviewing Court, the Defendant
nearly elected not to
appeal.
"Jacobson's attorney
was planning to forego the
appeal," Norton says,
"until McCarthy [who
writes intellectual property
hornbooks] was quoted on
television as saying that he
believed Jacobson would
win easily on appeal."
Jacobson went on to win
on the appellate level.
The appellate decision
rested primarily on the
three fundamental problems associated with the
trademark of color. First,
there is a fear that "color
depletion" wil1 result if
companies are allowed to
swallow up the rights to
each and every color.
Second, the Court was
unwilling to place the burden of making "shade distinction" on judges", And
third, the Court felt that
adequate color protection
existed already under the
trade dress statutes.
In overturning the
appeal, the Supreme Court
discounted the fears of the
appellate judges and set

the law as it stands today:
Once secondary meaning
is shown, no theoretical
objection exists under current law to the trademarking of colors.
Norton supports the
decision but wonders what
would happen absent a
showing of secondary
meaning.
"I think color can be
distinctive on its own, but
the Court refused to
decide that issue,'' Norton
says. "It is conceivable
that the PTO will have to
change its method of registry for colors because the
existing registry system
simply did not contemplate such a unique trademark quality like color.
Perhaps the legislature
could create a new
Lanham Act section
applicable specifically to
colors."
Norton also suggests
that this law would have
changed many of the cases
coming before Qualitex.
"Nutrasweet was pretty
upset before but if they
brought their case today, I
think they would have had
a positive decision."
The
Intellectual
Property Law Association
plans to bring speakers to
the Jaw school to discuss
both copyright and patent
law sometime in the year
ahead.

HLSAFormer
Law Exam Sale
Hisp anic Law Students Association (HLSA) is selling copies of old exams,
including exams from Fall '94 and for first years.
Second and Third Year exams are available!
To purchase an exam, please visit:
American Speed Print
2600 N. Roosevelt Road
465-1164
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Need a break? Try Karate
By Thomas Kingston
Managing Editor

Ever considered the Yen of
Law School? Is there an
untapped Chi within the law student body? What does it take to
make it through mind numbing
exams year after year? For
many, the only way of stretching
the mind after its workout, is to
give the body one of its own.
Working out has become a
major pastime for law students.
In
recent
months
the
Powerhouse Gym opened its
doors, finding many law students waiting (or is it weighting)
to pump up and tone down. But
another recent arrival to the
Valpo fitness scene seeks to
relieve our stress not by bulking
us up, but by connecting body
and soul.
Don Johnson, owner of the
Karate Achievement School,
opened his doors to Valpo on
October 2nd. You may have

seen his large sign on the west
side of Calumet Avenue across
from Fairground Park's walking
track. Unlike the conventional
methods of body conditioning,
weights, aerobic classes, etc., the
martial arts seek a balance
between the mind's imagination
and the body's ability to perform. But perhaps the term martial art is a misnomer here. Mr.
Johnson describes his school as
a "mini vacation each week",
hardly the description of Mortal
Kombat. The focus is not on
breaking an opponent in two, but
on achieving self-confidence and
a sense of pride in your body's
ability to do what you want it to.
"We teach our students to exercise their minds as well as there
bodies," Johnson told The
Forum. "What we teach is a life
skill."
Students at Mr. Johnson's
Karate Achievement School are
given individual treatment by
half a dozen instructors rotating

between Valparaiso and his two
other schools in Chesterton and
Wheaton. The instructors can
cater to the student's individual
needs and goals, focusing on
physical conditioning first.
"Beginners are introduced to the
basics, allowing the instructors
and the students to get a feel for
what type of instruction they
might fit into", says Johnson.
The instructors are educated in a
broad range of disciplines, or
styles, of martiaf art, including
Shoto Khan, Tae Kwon Do,
Hopkido, and Tai Chi. "Certain
people are punchers or kickers,"
Johnson says, "others are grapplers."
The main focus of the instruction is fitness and fun. Each student can put in as much as he or
she wants. "You get an individ·ual workout for the overall
body." Johnson says. "Karate
and the other martial arts programs are designed as aerobic
and strength training systems,

encouraging healthy competition
and
self-motivation."
Individuals can put together the
program that is right for them,
from karate's energetic show of
force to slow, fluid Tai Chi.
The school offers one-day
seminars on self-defense for
women about once a month, and
has designed a full-time program
for women. Its instructors are
often asked to teach one-day sessions to women for various
schools and organizations. Can
a student group arrange a seminar at the law school? "No
problem," says Johnson.
Though no female instructors
are currently on the payroll, one
is on the way. "One of the students will be receiving her black
belt," said a school employee,
"she will be teaching soon after
that."
The main impression after
speaking with the instructors is
that they are so nice. Hardly the
iron-fisted sensai of the tradi-

tional dojo. There was no sense
of intense concentration, just
relaxation; the students appeared
to be having fun, not learning to
kill. This is no ordinary school
of martial arts. But the system
works. "Martial arts schools are
ranked according to the number
of students they have, student
retention, and the levels of skill
taught," Johnson says with
pride, "our [Chesterton] school
is ranked number one in the
state."
The school will be offering
classes throughout the day in
Valparaiso. At present there is
no weight room available at the
Valpo school, but one is planned
in the near future.
The
Chesterton school has a full
weight room including cycles,
treadmills, stairclimbers, universal, and free weights. For more
information about the Karate
Achievement School, call 4640413.

Commentary

Is there a middle ground in abortion debate?
By Michael DeBoer
Jus Vitae Contributor

"I'm pro-life, but pro-choice
for others." Or "I feel that abortion is morally wrong, but I also
feel that whether or not to have
an abortion is a decision that
every woman has to make herself." Or "I'm personally not in
favor of abortion, but I don't
want to impose my views on
others. It's a matter of individual liberty and private conscience." These statements present a position, the pro-choice
position, which has gradually
become a common position in
the abortion debate. The prochoice position has gained much
ground because it appears to
provide a compelling middle
ground between the pro-life and
pro-abortion
positions.
However, before accepting this
position, one should consider a
number of issues.
Why is it that people opt for
the above "personally-opposedbut-pro-choice" position? A
number of reasons seem evident.
First, a notion of fairness plays a
part. In a world of serious economic and social pressures, it
seems fair to allow people to
choose from various options and
to create their own destiny
according to their own preferences and standards of comfort.
Tough situations confront people
continually, and it seems only
fair to allow them to choose
what is best for themselves.
Second, a notion of freedom is
present. Liberty is an ideal

which has a long history in
America. Although an individual may object to having an
abortion, the pro-choice position
appears to grant the greatest
amount of freedom to others,
especially to women in various
difficult situations.
Third, a notion of balance is
involved. The two alternative
views, pro-life and pro-abortion,
present diametrically opposed
positions in the debate. In such
a conflicted climate, pro-choice
may appear as a mediating position. Thus, while an individual
may object to abortion personally, satisfying her own scruples
regarding the high value of life,
she nevertheless endorses the
freedom of choice for others to
do as they will.
Certainly, the pro-choice position is very alluring, but is it
supported by sound reasoning?
First, what about fairness?
Indeed, it is fair to resist passing
judgment on a person in a difficult, unenviable situation, yet a
consideration of fairness must
not stop there. Fairness extends
beyond the concerns or interests
of any one individual. What is
fair for one to do may produce
results which are wholly unfair
or unjust for another. A truly
fair outcome is the best solution
for all parties involved, the
mother, the unborn child, the
father, and society. Those who
decide to abort an unborn child
do not fairly or justly consider
and protect the ci vii rights of
that child. It is a fundamental
axiom of the law that "No one

should be judge in her own
case." The reason for this axiom
is to avoid unfair judgments,
such as in the case of abortion.
Second, what about liberty?
Certainly, liberty is an important
value that all parties in the abortion
debate
appreciate.
However, this value is not
absolute. To have a good and
ordered society, freedoms of the
individual must be limited.
Certainly, people should not
have the freedom to murder,
steal, or violate someone else's
civil rights. Even such seemingly insignificant laws as the seat
belt and no-smoking laws limit
the freedoms of another, yet
society has deemed that some
limitations are justifiable
because of what they promote,
protect, or defend. These limitations of personal freedom
enhance the quality of our lives
together. It seems justifiable
and reasonable in the interest of
defending the value of life and
protecting the civil rights of the
unborn to limit the freedoms of
those who would threaten this
supreme value and violate these
rights.
Third, the pro-choice position
is not a balanced position,
because it pits the value of freedom of choice against the value
of life. The Constitution protects the values of life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness, and
all parties in the abortion debate
esteem
these
values.
Nevertheless, these values are
not of equal priority. Liberty
and the pursuit of happiness

Computer for sale:

depend upon the prior existence
of life-if there is no life, then
there is no liberty or happiness.
Thus, the value of life takes priority and is greater than the
value of liberty and freedom of
choice. The pro-choice position
throws such an ordering of values out of balance. Just imagine
everyday situations in which
great injustice would result if
people made a practice of
putting the value of their own
personal liberty over the value of
the life of another.
Fourth, certainly individuals
are generally correct in resisting
to impose their own morals or
views on others, but what effect
can this philosophy produce? It
seems that pro-choice advocates
desire at least two effects. The
first is personal. Those who
advocate the "personallyopposed-but-pro-choice" position allow others, in the interest
of freedom, to do as they will,
freeing the pro-choicer of personal responsibility for what
others decide to do. The second
effect is social. It allows the
pro-choice advocate to be free of
social responsibility for what
happens in abortions. The reasoning goes: "I am only responsible for what I do, and I am personally opposed to abortion. I
cannot be responsible for what
others decide to do; for that, they
are responsible." However, such
an abandonment of personal and
social responsibility has resulted
in atrocious injustice being perpetuated in societies. Imagine
what the world would be like if

Abraham Lincoln and other abolitionists, Dietrich Bonhoeffer
and others who opposed fascism,
and Martin Luther King, Jr. and
other civil rights advocates
"handcuffed" themselves to such
a ineffectual philosophy. Such
an argument against the moral
influence of others and the
imposition of one's views on
others would have made impotent those who have battled slavery, totalitarianism, racism, and
fascism, some of the greatest
threats to life and civilization.
All members of society are
responsible for what their society allows other members to do.
Furthermore, the legal effect
of the pro-choice position is proabortion. Although pro-choice
appears to strike a middle· position between the "extreme"
camps, the pro-choice and proabortion positions are really
legal allies in permitting the
deplorable activities involved in
abortion. Both refuse to protect
unborn children. Both the prochoice and the pro-abortion
positions allow abortions to be
performed, even though prochoice advocates may personally
object to having abortions themselves.
Thus, while the "personallyopposed-but-pro-choice" position appears to be an attractive
answer to the abortion debate, it
is an altogether unsound position
for public policy and the order-
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Top 10 ways to
procrastinate
atValpo
By Malini Goel
and Marianne Manheim
Contributors
Editor's note: This is the
result of a survey Malini and
Marianne took of the JL class.

FREE REVIEW

1. "Verifying the quality of the
types of wine that I learn in
Contracts."

Get an

2. "Rewriting the Model Penal
Code to the Model Penis Code."

start on preparing for
Fina~ Exams

ear~y

3. "I hide the library materials."
4. "Dreaming of ways to kill my
roommate's annoying dog."
5. "I enjoy watching stock car
racing on TNN (The Nashville
Network) while eating a snack of
fried pork rinds and chocolate
yoo-hoo."

6. "Calling friends in real cities
and finding out what people with
real lives are doing."
7. "Dreaming of Gaffney."

8. "Trying to figure out who the
professor will be calling on
instead of doing the assignment."
9. "Doing chores around the
house and shopping at Walmart."
10. "Remembering the good ol'
days when sex was good and frequent."

Seats are limited so call to reserve your seat TODAY!
1(800)443-3075 ext. 7356

Congratulations to the author
of #1. Your prize consists of 5
lifetime memberships to The
Arthur Murray Dance Studio!
Congrats #2! As a consolation
prize, you will receive a lifetime
supply of condoms.
That's all folks! Stay tuned for
our next article in the following
edition of The Forum. Special
Note: To the one who wrote,
"Thinking of Malini Goel" ... I
happily accept dinner invitations!!
Any comments, suggestions,
or contributions for the column?
If so, drop them in locker # 123
or #248. Ciao · for now -Marianne and Malini.
P.S. Marianne's birthday was Oct. 24!

Is there a middle ground?
Middle Ground, from Page 11
ing of our lives together. Although it presents itself as a fair and balanced
approach to the conflict by allowing the
greatest amount of freedom, it proves, on
further analysis, to be an unsatisfactory
solution to the problem. Instead, the prolife position provides a better solution,
allowing the greatest amount of freedom
without threatening the supreme value of
life and violating the civil rights of the
unborn. It is the pro-life view that most
faithfully reflects the traditional liberal
view that "One person's freedom ends
where another's nose begins."

It's your choice.

Go with the Best.

*All Lectures will be held on videotape at the Valparaiso University School of Law.

Court decisions online
Forum News Report

ml

Court decisions are available via the
Internet using the World Wide Web for
free.
The Courts online are:

6th Circuit Court of Appeals:
http://www .law.emory .edu/6circuit/

US Supreme Court:
http://www .law .cornell.edu.supct/supct.ta
ble.html
3rd Circuit Court of Appeals:
http://www .law. vill.edu!Fed-Ct/ca03.html
4th Circuit Court of Appeals:
http://www .law .emory .edu/4circuit
5th Circuit Court of Appeals:
http://www .law .utexas.edu/us5thlus5th.ht

9th Circuit Court of Appeals:
http://www .law.vill.edu!Fed-Ct/ca09 .html
11th Circuit Court of Appeals:
http://www .mindspring .com/-wm undy/o
pinions.html
Alaska Supreme Court:
http://www. touchngo.com/sp/sp.html
Indiana courts:
http://www .law .indiana.edullaw/incourts/
incourts.html

